COURSE OUTCOME FOR ALL COURSES
Course Outcome: B.A. LL.B 5 Year Integrated Course
Semester I
BL-1001 General English I
1. Students will posses sophisticated communication skills in English, and hone their ability to write,
present, comprehend and comment upon various topics.
2. Determine and analyze elements of communication theory, including the societal responsibilities and
professional practices of legal and other media
BL-1002 Sociology I
1. Course shall strive to reveal to the students the role of law as Social engineering.
2. Students able to train memory, reasoning, presentation of facts systematically and successfully
BL-1003 Political Science I
1. Students will become familiar with a number of contemporary political issues and better understand
their make‐up and importance
2. Students will understand how different political issues are assessed by different philosophical and
ideological traditions
3. Students will be able to effectively write and develop arguments
4. Students will be able to better comprehend other’s views and formulate, defend their own positions
BL-1004 Economics I
1. By the end of the course students will emerge out as ones who can be professionals as well as a
law graduate to know the legal criteria of their professions.
2. The legal issues, conditions and solutions of the various components of micro economics can be
dealt with easily as all the individuals work in the environment which comes under micro
economics first.
BL-1005 Indian History I
1. Students able to train memory, reasoning, presentation of facts systematically and successfully.
2. They able to co-relate the present administrative system from past.
3. They appreciate cultural differences.
4. They know the origin of the different cultural, caste and dynasties

Semester II
BL-2001 General English II
1. The students will be able to use legal terminology with ease and accuracy both orally and in
writing.
2. To comprehend and summarise texts related to legal matters.
3. To express ideas clearly and concisely in writings.
BL-2002 Sociology II
1. The students would be able to understand the social stratification and the need of law to
regulate the same.
2. The course shall strive to reveal to the students the role of law as Social engineering.
BL-2003 Political Science II

1. Students will understand theories of state and basic concepts and functioning of state &
government.
2. The students would be able to understand the concept of State and its application in the
operation of various laws.
BL-2004 Economics II
1. The course offers the opportunity to study an important area of practice in the global finance centre.
2. The course will provide knowledge and skill into highly complex and large area of law.
BL-2005 Law of Torts and Consumer Protection
1. The students would be able to understand the selected aspects of the Law of Torts in the light of
judicial pronouncements and relevant legislations.
2. The students become well equipped with the notions of legal rights and difference between
compensation and exemplary damages.

Semester III
BL-3001 General English III
1. Students will be able to understand advanced legal terminology and apply the same in the
writings and speaking.
2. Students will improve on vocabulary and communication skills.
BL-3002A Law & Media I
1. Students will be able to discuss and evaluate ownership and accountability within the media
industry.
2. Appraise the impact of regulatory mechanisms and the role of external agencies and judicial
bodies in enforcing those mechanisms.

3. Analyse substantive legal issues pertaining to the control, content and dissemination of
published material
4. Evince the ability to conduct critical legal analysis and evaluation within the field of media law
BL-3003 Political Science III (Public Administration)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Students will be able to lead and manage in public governance.
Students will participate in and contribute to the policy process.
Students will be able to analyze, synthesize, think critically, solve problems, and make decisions.
Students will articulate and apply a public service perspective.
Students will be able to communicate and interact productively with a diverse and changing
workforce and citizenry.

BL-3004 Contract I
1. The course will enable students to become familiar with the basic principles of law, so that they
can apply them to a wide range of commercial transactions, in the light of the policy objectives
which legal regulation pursues, and with an understanding of the context of commercial
transactions in which the law operates
BL-3005 Indian Legal and Constitutional History

1. Students will be able to understand the common law, we need to deal with its history, and the
development of its characteristic institutions like the jury, judge made law, parliamentary
sovereignty and due process
Semester IV
BL-4001 General English IV

1. Students will be able to use advanced English language for usage in legal drafting and pleading.
2. They will be able to learn advanced English communication skill for usage in oral pleadings and
arguments
BL-4002A Law & Media II
1. Critically analyse the legal and regulatory restrictions on expression and their impact on
journalism practice.
2. Report on court hearings and legal issues.
3. Explain and apply the laws of defamation and contempt of court, privacy law, broadcasting law
and intellectual property to your practice.
4. Compare and contrast the different roles of courts, tribunals and regulatory bodies in relation to
journalism.
5. Evaluate the role and impact of self-regulation on the media and journalists.
BL-4003 Political Science IV (Indian Government and Polities)
1. Students will understand the advanced principles and structure of Indian Polity and Government
2. Be able to critically analyze the functioning of the system.

BL-4004 Indian History II
1. Students able to know the cultural and political progress of medieval period.
2. They able to co-relate the present administrative system from past.
3. The able to know the relationship of Middle Asia and India and impact of political changes of
Middle Asia.
4. They gain knowledge about historical facts which are necessary for solving the present problem
effectively.
BL-4005 Law of Human Rights
1. Students will be able to investigate the legal framework of the United Nations and regional
systems relating to the protection and promotion of, inter alia, the rights of minorities and
indigenous peoples, women’s rights, the rights of migrants and refugees, cultural rights, and the
emerging field of environmental rights.
2. Students will be able to assess the remedies that exist for violations of human rights law in the
various systems and examine practical case studies where relevant.

Semester V
BL-5001 Law of Crimes (Indian Penal Code)

1. Students will be able to learn about the offences and Advising on matters relating to causes of
crime their causes and remedies.
2. Representing a client in matters relating to criminal law and defend the alleged persons of any
crime.
BL-5002 Family Law I (Hindu Law)

1. Advising on matters relating to marriage, property, inheritance elicited information necessary to
identify the client's options.
2. Representing a client in matters relating to Hindu marriage and property.
BL-5003 Constitutional Law of India I

1. Through intensive and comparative analysis of case Law, the students are enabled to realize the
status and importance of fundamental rights & directive principles.
2. It also helps them to examine the problem involved in their judicial enforcement.
BL-5004 Contract II

1. Students will be able to demonstrate an advanced and integrated understanding of the legal
framework for contract law
2. Analyse and research complex problems relating to contract law and make reasoned and
appropriate choices amongst alternatives
3. Demonstrate the intellectual and practical skills needed to justify and interpret theoretical
propositions, legal methodologies, conclusions and professional decisions and identify research,
evaluate and synthesize relevant factual, legal and policy issues relating to contract law.

BL-5005 Jurisprudence I
1. As the course progresses the students would be prepared to understand that this subject is

more about questions and not answers.
2. To make student learn rather make them able to find out how to learn and what to learn by

rising questions which otherwise people find trivial or superfluous.
3. To understand the ways in which these three approaches to law conceptualize the relationship

between "law in theory" and "law in practice."
Semester VI
BL-6001 Environmental Law
1. Students will be able to analyze contrasting environmental regulatory methods and conceptual
approaches including the common law, informational and economic approaches.
2. Evaluate the economic and ethical assumptions and justifications when choosing any regulatory
approach such as cost - benefit analysis, environmental justice, and the tradeoff between
environmental protection and public welfare.
3. Interpret environmental statutes and case law.
BL-6002 Family Law II (Muslim Law)
1. Students will be able to advise on matters relating to marriage, property, inheritance elicited
information necessary to identify the client's options.
2. Representing a client in matters relating to Muslim marriage and property.
BL-6003 Constitutional Law of India II
1. Through intensive and comparative analysis of case Law, the students are enabled to realize the
status and working of the three tier structure government.
2. The inter dependency and independence of the three governing pillars are thoroughly analysed
by the students.
BL-6004 Public International Law
1. This course provides student with a sufficient basis to participate in more specialized courses in
public international law.
2. The nature of public international law and the development and characteristics of the
international legal order.
3. The relationship between public international law and domestic law.
4. The sources and subjects of public international law or the participants in the international legal
order.
BL 6005 Jurisprudence II (Legal Concepts)
1. Students will learn and understand the advanced legal theories and rationale behind the laws.

2. They will be able to interpret and understand the jurisprudential aspects of the legislations
Semester VII
BL-7001 Labour and Industrial Law
1. Students will be able to carry out research with a view to develop knowledge in the field of
labour relevant to Indian conditions
2. To disseminate knowledge on Human Resource Management and Labour Welfare through
seminars, conferences etc.,
3. To impart knowledge and skills to prospective and practicing managers, administrators and
office bearers of Trade Unions through teaching and training;
4. To assist in the application of Human Resource Management concepts and techniques through
consultancy and extension services.
BL-7002 Company Law

1. Students will be able to evaluate the nature and development of company law applicable to
different business settings,
2. Assess the impact of law on incorporated companies
BL-7003 Interpretation of Statutes
1. Students will be able to understand and implement the key approaches, rules, principles,
definitions to construe a Statute;
2. Will be able to understand how the statutes are interpreted in pleadings and statutes
interpreted in various judgments.
BL-7004 Insurance Law and Accident Claims
1. Students will be able to understand the importance of insurance for lawyers as it is the primary
means by which companies and individuals deal with risks.
2. Lawyers, of course, often make a living either by counseling clients about how to plan for risks
or by serving clients whose risks have developed into losses.
BL-7004(A) Criminology and Penology
1. Assess and understand competing theoretical approaches to criminology and social justice
issues of publics with differing and multiple interests; specify structural or institutional sources
of these criminology and social justice issues; and, propose and assess policies, interventions
and/or modes of advocacy that will enact positive change.

BL-7005 Professional Ethics

1. Students will be able to develop the ethics of doing the practice and understand the importance
of behavior in court and deal with the contempt.
Semester VIII
BL-8001 Administrative Law

1. Students will have developed understanding of the structure and operation of executive
government in India;
2. The fundamental principles of effective governance and accountability for the exercise of
government power;
3. Some theoretical perspectives on administrative law, including the relationship between
administrative law and governance and the foundations of judicial review
BL-8002 Law of Property and Easement
4. Students will be able to outline the property law in the country.
5. Describe the classification of estates and trusts of lands
BL-8003 Intellectual Property Law
1. Students will be able to understand the evolution of the intellectual property system in India;
2. The general principles governing copyright, sui generis database right, registered and
unregistered designs, patents and trademarks law;
3. The impact of new technologies on intellectual property; and
4. The impact of WTO law on the intellectual property system of Indian
BL-8003(A) Law Relating to Women and Child
1. Understanding the problems faced by women and the crimes committed against women viz.
rape, dowry death, female foeticide, sexual harassment at work place, domestic violence, etc.
2. analysing issues and laws related to child labour, child abuse, juvenile delinquency etc.
BL-8004 Banking Law & Negotiable Instrument Act
1. Students will be able to demonstrate a comprehension of the principles of banking law and its
relationship to banks and customers.
2. Demonstrate an awareness of law and practice in a banking context.
3. Engage in critical analysis of the practice of banking law from a range of perspectives.
4. Organize information as it relates to the regulation of banking products and services and the
issues to which that information gives rise.
BL-8005 Arbitration, Conciliation and Alternate Dispute Resolution
1. Students will be able to compare and contrast various legal implications of each method.
2. Train participants to be effective Arbitrators, Conciliators and Mediators.
3. Practically apply and reduce the backing of pending cases develop Case management System.
Semester IX
BL-9001 Code of Criminal Procedure

1. Students will be able to comprehend the substantive criminal law along with the procedure.
2. Will be able to understand the procedural aspect of the criminal law and be able to demonstrate
the application in criminal proceedings.
BL-9002 Civil Procedure Code and Limitation Act

1. Students will be able to understand how civil procedure relates to the substantive civil law.
2. Understand the purpose of pleading.
3. Explain the function and contents of a complaint and an answer.
BL-9003 Law of Evidence
1. Students will be able to analyze the concept and nature of evidence.
2. Recognize the general principles and rules of evidence and in particular the rules as they apply
to the conduct of a civil and criminal trial.
3. Analyze the framework of statutory and common law rules which provide the basis for the
exclusion, and inclusion, of evidence.
BL-9004 Consumer Protection Law and Competition Act
1. The students will be able to understand the basics of Competition Law and they will be able to
identify the anti-competitive agreements and cartels
BL-9005 Drafting of Pleading & Conveyancing
1. The students would be able to present substantive law in the context of pleadings and
conveyance and to show how those transactions are influenced by the legal considerations. A
well drafted document instantly attracts the attention of the court.

Semester X
BL-9006 Land Laws (U.P Revenue Code, 2006)

1. Students will be able to understand fundamental concepts of the local laws and land reforms.
2. Analyze the important concepts in the land acquisitions.
3. Compare the basic reasons for the annulment of fundamental rights to property and the
management of the same in the hands of the government
BL-9007 Law of Taxation
1.

Employ a broad understanding of tax law

2. Conduct tax law research by using research skills to interrogate primary and secondary legal
materials, and analyse and synthesize complex legal information.
3. Apply principles of tax law to complex legal problems, and critique the tax law from theoretical
and practical perspectives individually and in collaboration with others.
4. Structure and sustain concise and cohesive arguments with respect to selected issues in tax law
in written and spoken formats.
5. Work in teams and interact with peers in an ethical, professional and safe manner.
6. Incorporate social, policy, comparative, international and/or interdisciplinary approaches into
analysis of tax law.
BL-9008 Indian Judicial System
1. Students will be able to understand the practical functioning of Indian judiciary and various
tribunals

2. They will learn the hierarchy of the courts and tribunals and their admissibility of the matter.
BL-9008(A) Law of Trust, Equity and Fiduciary Relation
1. The students will understand the history, nature and principles of Equity-Emergence of law of

trust from Equity— The making of Indian Law of Trust and provisions of law of Trust-Religious
Trusts Principles of Equity and Equitable Remedies, Equitable Relief in different branches of law
with special reference to property law
BL-9009 Law Relating to Right to Information
3. A sound knowledge of the provisions of the RTI Act, 2005 among the people taking this course
4. Good understanding of the roles and responsibilities of organisations / persons concerned with
implementing the law and with enforcing the rights under this law

BL-9009(A) Information Technology and Cyber Laws
1. Students will be able to synthesize the main principles of law in relation to key IT issues (regulation
of content online, intellectual property law, cybercrime, and privacy and security).
2. To describe the interaction between law and alternative mechanisms for regulating activities in a
networked environment.
3. To explain the challenges and opportunities for national law in regulating a transnational medium.
BL-9010 Moot Court, Pre Trial Preparations etc. (practical paper)
1. Students will develop a knowledge and understanding of the basic principles and policies that
influence the area of Indian law that is the subject matter of their moot;
2. Develop advanced problem solving skills in order to analyse complex fact scenarios in order to
identify the relevant legal issues;
3. Develop the ability to locate, analyse, evaluate, and synthesize materials so as to be able
undertake advanced legal research;
4. Develop the skills of written and oral advocacy;
5. Develop the ability to critically analyse legislation and case law;
6. Develop good inter-personal and communication skills to prepare written and oral presentations
both independently and as a member of a team
7. Develop an understanding of the ethical issues and responsibilities that arise in the practice of
law.

